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All the Keller Shells we are stocking are being made with the new VSS “Vibrating Sound Source” 
process.  VSS is a Keller Product patent-pending innovation that enhances the integrity and strength of 
the drum shell.  The process conditions each VSS shell resulting in regenerated vibrations that elevate 
head response and increases drum performance.  The VSS process also gives more integrity to the 
bearing edge, decreases tear outs when drilling lug holes, and helps eliminate the delaminating of interior 
plies which can occur in other plywood shells. 

 

Keller Products has introduced 4 new product lines sure to pack a pleasant punch to the percussion 
industry. The new Maple VSS, Birch VSS, Same Species Snares VSS in Curly Maple, Figured Cherry or 
Red Oak, and the Vintage VSS Shells made with Mahogany or Maple faces and Poplar cores round out 
the new offerings. You can purchase half the length of a drum listed for half the price.  Other lengths will 
be charged for either the whole shell or half, whichever is the best yield for the length you need.  Bass 
shells are manufactured at 24” length only.  No charge for cutting. 
 

You now have available for immediate shipment the most extensive line of musical drum shells in the U.S. for 
your custom or production drum manufacturing. We are now stocking, in all the popular diameters and ply 
counts, Keller's new VSS Vintage Series, VSS Maple Series and the VSS Birch Series of shells. These, along 
with the carbon fiber Rocket Shells, Same Species Snares and the birch or maple bass hoops, allow us to fill all 
your drum shell requirements whether they are for hard rock, marching, studio work or jazz.  
 

We are striving to be your one stop shell source. 
 

Keller drum shells and hoops are known throughout the music industry for their outstanding construction and 
sound quality. Keller shells are used by leading drum manufacturers and custom builders throughout the world. 
Our large inventory allows you to have the shells shipped via U.P.S. the same day for most orders. For orders 
under $200.00 that ship UPS we will charge a wrap, handling fee of $10.00 per order. All shells and hoops are 
guaranteed to your satisfaction or we will replace or give a full refund. 
 

DISCOUNT OF 15% FOR 6 OR MORE SHELLS 
 

BEARING EDGES**SNARE BEDS**RE-INFORCEMENT HOOPS 
 

The drum shells are raw with no bearing edges or holes drilled. Anderson International can precisely cut 
bearing edges on all size shells. We offer vintage style edges, the common 45-degree edge, either center or 
offset. The cost on this service is $15.00 an end for snares and toms, $20.00 an end for bass drums. We can 
hand cut and finish snare beds for all size snare drums, $15.00. Each variety of edge can alter the final drum 
sound slightly. Reinforcement hoops can also be applied on the inside of snares and toms for $40.00 top and 
bottom and for bass drums, $50.00 top and bottom. We use a 6 ply 3/4" deep hoop for toms and snares and a 6 
ply 1 1/4" hoop for bass drums. The bearing edge is the most important part of the drum shell with regards to 
tone and overall performance. If you are a first time builder we encourage you to utilize our services to achieve 
the maximum acoustical quality out of each shell. 
 

The thicknesses of the various ply configurations on the shells are: 
 

 5 ply approx. 0.130" or 3.3 mm thick  6 ply approx. 0.155" or 3.9 mm thick 
 8 ply approx. 0.210" or 5.3 mm thick               10 ply approx. 0.270" or 6.8 mm thick 

15 ply approx. 0.400" or 10.1 mm thick 
 

In general, a thinner wall thickness (5 ply) gives the drum sound more decay while a thicker wall (10 ply) has 
more attack. 

CARBON FIBER ROCKET SHELLS 
We are now distributing the line of Rocket Shells. Page 7 of this stock/price list details the sizes and gives 
further information on these high quality drum shells.     01/07 
 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
 
 

http://www.aitwood.com/


 
5 PLY MUSICAL DRUM SHELLS 

 

PARTNO. (VM)  (VB)
insert abbr.(  ) VSS MAPLE VSS BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE
()-6F-5-18-DS 18" 6" $56.00 $68.00
()-8F-5-18-DS 18" 8" $61.00 $76.00

  
()-10F-5-18-DS 18" 10" $70.00 $88.00
()-11F-5-24-DS 24" 11" $71.00 $88.00
()-12F-5-24-DS 24" 12" $74.00 $94.00
()-13F-5-18-DS 18" 13" $75.00 $94.00

  
()-14F-5-24-DS 24" 14" $79.00 $95.00
()-15F-5-16-DS 16" 15" $68.00 $96.00
()-16F-5-16-DS 16" 16" $70.00 $98.00

  
()-18F-5-18-DS 18" 18" $96.00 $124.00
()-20F-5-20-DS 20" 20" $100.00 $126.00

 
 

 

6 PLY MUSICAL DRUM SHELLS 
 

PARTNO. (VM)  (VB)
insert abbr.(  ) VSS MAPLE VSS BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE
()-6F-6-18-DS 18" 6" $62.00 $73.00
()-8F-6-18-DS 18" 8" $71.00 $80.00

()-10F-6-10-DS 10" 10" $60.00 $75.00
()-10F-6-18-DS 18" 10" $75.00 $90.00
()-11F-6-24-DS 24" 11" $81.00 $100.00
()-12F-6-12-DS 12" 12" $43.00 $51.00
()-12F-6-24-DS 24" 12" $86.00 $102.00

()-13F-6-9-DS 9" 13" $43.00 $50.00
()-13F-6-18-DS 18" 13" $85.00 $100.00
()-14F-6-12-DS 12" 14" $45.00 $51.00
()-14F-6-24-DS 24" 14" $90.00 $102.00

()-15F-6-16-DS 16" 15" $76.00 $101.00
()-15F-6-24-DS 24" 15" $86.00 $101.00
()-16F-6-12-DS 12" 16" $47.00 $52.00
()-16F-6-16-DS 16" 16" $82.00 $104.00
()-16F-6-24-DS 24" 16" $93.00 $104.00

()-18F-6-18-DS 18" 18" $111.00 $128.00
()-18F-6-24-DS 24" 18" $114.00 $128.00

()-20F-6-24-DS 24" 20" $110.00 $130.00

()-22F-6-24-DS 24" 22" $119.00 $134.00

()-24F-6-24-DS 24" 24" $121.00 $136.00

()-26F-6-24-DS 24" 26" $120.00 $140.00

()-28F-6-24-DS 24" 28" $128.00 $146.00
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8  PLY  MUSICAL  DRUM  SHELLS 

 
PARTNO. (VM)  (VB)
insert abbr.(  ) VSS MAPLE VSS BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE
()-6F-8-9-DS 9" 6" $33.00 $40.00
()-6F-8-18-DS 18" 6" $66.00 $80.00

()-8F-8-9-DS 9" 8" $37.00 $45.00
()-8F-8-18-DS 18" 8" $74.00 $90.00

()-10F-8-9-DS 9" 10" $41.00 $51.00
()-10F-8-18-DS 18" 10" $82.00 $102.00

()-11F-8-24-DS 24" 11" $90.00 $114.00

()-12F-8-12-DS 12" 12" $48.00 $57.00
()-12F-8-24-DS 24" 12" $96.00 $114.00

()-13F-8-9-DS 9" 13" $44.00 $57.00
()-13F-8-18-DS 18" 13" $88.00 $114.00

()-14F-8-12-DS 12" 14" $51.00 $58.00
()-14F-8-24-DS 24" 14" $101.00 $116.00

()-15F-8-16-DS 16" 15" $84.00 $117.00
()-15F-8-24-DS 24" 15" $96.00 $117.00
()-16F-8-16-DS 16" 16" $86.00 $120.00
()-16F-8-24-DS 24" 16" $100.00 $120.00

()-18F-8-18-DS 18" 18" $123.00 $144.00
()-18F-8-24-DS 24" 18" $130.00 $144.00

()-20F-8-24-DS 24" 20" $122.00 $146.00

()-22F-8-24-DS 24" 22" $135.00 $152.00

()-24F-8-24-DS 24" 24" $140.00 $156.00
  

()-26F-8-24-DS 24" 26" $145.00 $160.00

()-28F-8-24-DS 24" 28" $148.00 $172.00

 
BRUSHED ALUMINUM SNARE SHELL  

                  Beautiful brushed aluminum snare with custom bearing edges. 
 

PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
AL-14F-512-DS 5 1/2" 14" $120.00  
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10  PLY  MUSICAL  DRUM  SHELLS 

PARTNO. (VM)  (VB)
insert abbr.(  ) VSS MAPLE VSS BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE
()-8F-10-9-DS 9" 8" $44.00 $55.00
()-8F-10-18-DS 18" 8" $88.00 $110.00

()-10F-10-9-DS 9" 10" $52.00 $62.00
()-10F-10-18-DS 18" 10" $103.00 $124.00

()-11F-10-24-DS 24" 11" $103.00 $126.00

()-12F-10-12-DS 12" 12" $57.00 $71.00
()-12F-10-24-DS 24" 12" $114.00 $142.00

()-13F-10-9-DS 9" 13" $52.00 $72.00
()-13F-10-18-DS 18" 13" $104.00 $142.00

()-14F-10-12-DS 12" 14" $61.00 $72.00
()-14F-10-24-DS 24" 14" $121.00 $144.00

()-15F-10-16-DS 16" 15" $102.00 $144.00
()-15F-10-24-DS 24" 15" $115.00 $144.00

()-16F-10-16-DS 16" 16" $104.00 $147.00
()-16F-10-24-DS 24" 16" $120.00 $147.00

()-18F-10-18-DS 18" 18" $135.00 $173.00
()-18F-10-24-DS 24" 18" $141.00 $173.00

()-20F-10-24-DS 24" 20" $144.00 $177.00

()-22F-10-24-DS 24" 22" $150.00 $183.00
  

()-24F-10-24-DS 24" 24" $153.00 $188.00
  

()-26F-10-24-DS 24" 26" $161.00 $194.00
  

()-28F-10-24-DS 24" 28" $180.00 $226.00  
 

           15 PLY MUSICAL DRUM SHELLS 
 

VSS MAPLE
PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
VM-14F-15-512-DS 5 1/2" 14" $51.00
VM-14F-15-612-DS 6 1/2" 14" $60.00
VM-14F-15-7-DS 7" 14" $65.00
VM-14F-15-12-DS 12" 14" $111.00
VM-14F-15-24-DS 24" 14" $222.00  
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10 PLY 1 1/2" BASS HOOPS 
 

PARTNO.
insert abbr.(  ) MAPLE BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE

()-16F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 16" $15.00 $17.00
()-18F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 18" $16.00 $18.00
()-20F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 20" $16.00 $18.00
()-22F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 22" $17.00 $19.00
()-24F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 24" $18.00 $22.00
()-26F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 26" $21.00 $22.00
()-28F-10-112-CH 1 1/2" 28" $23.00 $26.00  

 

10 PLY 1 3/4" BASS HOOPS 
 

PARTNO.
insert abbr.(  ) MAPLE BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE

()-16F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 16" $16.00 $19.00
()-18F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 18" $18.00 $20.00
()-20F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 20" $18.00 $21.00
()-22F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 22" $19.00 $22.00
()-24F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 24" $20.00 $24.00
()-26F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 26" $23.00 $26.00
()-28F-10-134-CH 1 3/4" 28" $25.00 $29.00  

 

12 PLY 1 1/2" BASS HOOPS  
 

PARTNO.
insert abbr.(  ) MAPLE BIRCH
for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE

()-16F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 16" $16.00 $18.00
()-18F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 18" $17.00 $19.00
()-20F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 20" $17.00 $19.00
()-22F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 22" $18.00 $20.00
()-24F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 24" $19.00 $23.00
()-26F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 26" $22.00 $24.00
()-28F-12-112-CH 1 1/2" 28" $24.00 $27.00

 
 
 

12 PLY 1 3/4" BASS HOOPS 
 

insert abbr.(  ) MAPLE BIRCH

for type of drum HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE PRICE

()-16F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 16" $17.00 $20.00
()-18F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 18" $19.00 $21.00
()-20F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 20" $19.00 $22.00
()-22F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 22" $20.00 $23.00
()-24F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 24" $21.00 $25.00
()-26F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 26" $24.00 $27.00
()-28F-12-134-CH 1 3/4" 28" $26.00 $30.00  
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VINTAGE  SHELLS 
MAHOGANY / MAPLE FACES WITH POPLAR CORES 

 AND VSS (VIBRATION SOUND SOURCE) 
 

These shells have the new VSS technology which enhances the integrity and strength of the drum.  They are 
manufactured with mahogany or maple faces and a poplar core for the classic vintage sound and look.  The 
mahogany with poplar core series incorporates a 6 ply shell with 1 1/2" wide maple reinforcement rings for 
snares, toms, and floor toms, while the bass drums have 2" wide rings installed. The maple with poplar cores 
come with 1 ¼” and 1 ¾” wide rings. 
 

insert abbr.(  ) in PARTNO -  (VS) for mahogany/poplar, (VP) for maple/poplar

TOMS
PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
(  )-10F-6-8-DS 8" 10" $85.00
(  )-12F-6-8-DS 8" 12" $90.00
(  )-13F-6-9-DS 9" 13" $118.00
(  )-14F-6-10-DS 10" 14" $103.00

FLOOR TOMS
PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
(  )-14F-6-14-DS 14" 14" $101.00
(  )-16F-6-16-DS 16" 16" $138.00
(  )-18F-6-16-DS 16" 18" $147.00  

SNARES  
PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
(  )-14F-6-5-DS 5" 14" $71.00
(  )-14F-6-512-DS 5 1/2" 14" $73.00
(  )-14F-6-612-DS 6 1/2" 14" $74.00
(  )-14F-6-8-DS 8" 14" $90.00  

BASS DRUMS  
PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
(  )-18F-6-14-DS 14" 18" $144.00
(  )-20F-6-14-DS 14" 20" $158.00
(  )-22F-6-14-DS 14" 22" $165.00
(  )-24F-6-14-DS 14" 24" $200.00
(  )-26F-6-14-DS 14" 26" $220.00  

 SAME  SPECIES  SNARES 
 

INCORPORATING THE NEW VSS (VIBRATION SOUND SOURCE) FEATURING 
CURLY MAPLE, FIGURED CHERRY AND RED OAK 

 

These shells have the new VSS technology which enhances the integrity and strength of the drum.  Composed 
of one type of wood from the front of the shell to the back, the Same Species Snares are designed for tonal 
deviation.  Each of our three toned woods contains an inherent timbre that generates a different sound:  Curly 
Maple crisp and warm, Oak chunky and articulate with a lower pitch timbre; a darker alternative to maple, 
Cherry robust; a brighter alternative to maple. These snares are available in a 14" diameter, 5 ½” or 6 ½” tall 
10 ply and have 1 1/4" wide 10 ply reinforcement rings installed. 
 

PARTNO. SPECIES HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
SM-14F-10-512-DS maple 5 1/2" 14" $175.00
SC-14F-10-512-DS cherry 5 1/2" 14" $188.00
SO-14F-10-512-DS oak 5 1/2" 14" $94.00
SM-14F-10-612-DS maple 6 1/2" 14" $216.00
SC-14F-10-612-DS cherry 6 1/2" 14" $236.00
SO-14F-10-612-DS oak 6 1/2" 14" $112.00  
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 ROCKET SHELLS 
"GUARANTEED FOR LIFE" 

 

We are now distributing Rocket Shells. Every carbon fiber Rocket Shell is made by hand to 
precise computer-aided design standards. The patented high density core design combined 
with the carbon fiber make these shells unbelievably strong, light weight and essentially 
indestructible. These carbon fiber shells provide excellent sound and superior quality. The 
bearing edges are machined to 45 degrees with a 3/8" roundover. The shells are .225 inches 
thick. All shells are guaranteed not to warp, crack, delaminate or otherwise fail to operate 
under normal use. Many other heights are available, ask for a quote. The shells are 
stocked in the translucent black finish. However, a wide range of colors and customized 
designs can be obtained. 
 

DISCOUNT OF 15% FOR 6 OR MORE SHELLS 
 

PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
RS-8F-4-DS 4" 8" $84.00
RS-8F-8-DS 8" 8" $134.00
RS-10F-5-DS 5" 10" $105.00
RS-10F-10-DS 10" 10" $209.00
RS-12F-5-DS 5" 12" $125.00
RS-12F-10-DS 10" 12" $251.00
RS-13F-6-DS 6" 13" $163.00
RS-13F-13-DS 13" 13" $353.00
RS-14F-5-DS 5" 14" $146.00
RS-14F-612-DS 6 1/2" 14" $190.00
RS-14F-10-DS 10" 14" $293.00
RS-14F-14-DS 14" 14" $409.00
RS-16F-14-DS 14" 16" $468.00
RS-16F-16-DS 16" 16" $535.00
RS-18F-18-DS 18" 18" $677.00
RS-20F-16-DS 16" 20" $669.00
RS-20F-20-DS 20" 20" $836.00
RS-22F-16-DS 16" 22" $735.00
RS-22F-22-DS 22" 22" $1,012.00
RS-24F-16-DS 16" 24" $803.00
RS-24F-22-DS 22" 24" $1,104.00  

 

ROCKET  BASS DRUM HOOPS  
PARTNO. HEIGHT DIAMETER PRICE
RS-18F-112-CH 1 1/2" 18" $85.00
RS-20F-112-CH 1 1/2" 20" $94.00
RS-22F-112-CH 1 1/2" 22" $104.00
RS-24F-112-CH 1 1/2" 24" $113.00
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